
BODY CLEANSER
This cleanser leaves scent even

after washing the body.



The winner of Customer 
Satisfaction Brands in 2017

The grand prize winner based on

customers' reliability



A Emart's
reliable and 

popular product



The fragrance leaves and lasts on the skin.

Long lasting fragrance; 5hours

The fragrance remains even after

washing the body even if you

don't use perfume and body lotion

that has strong scent.



Marchen Body Cleanser
Vanilla sky

Marchen Body Cleanser
Melancholy Purple

If any fragrance can't
hide your body odor!

'Melancholy Purple' can calm yourself
down even when you place it down near you.



DRAGON HEAD OIL

The first use in Korea
Valuable raw material that nobody knows

The rare plant that doesn't grow wild in Korea.

One of main ingredients is Citral

which is used for perfume.

You can experience long-lasting

fragrance even with

it's tiny amount.



NANO BUBBLE
A magaznie, 
TIMES of USA chosed Sun-Chang
as world-famous longevity's village.
Natural water from Sun-Chang, so called 

'longevity's village' contains nano bubbles and hydrogen, 

which provides hydration with the skin for better absorption 

when you wash the body.



Reliable items displayed in Emart

Emart-

Daejeon-

terminal 

branch

Emart-

Gojan branch

Emart-

Gayang

branch

Emart-

Byeollae

branch

Eamart-

Seongnam

branch

Emart-

Sangbong

branch





THANK 
YOU
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